CUSTOM LAMINATION AGREEMENT

2204 Erie Boulevard E.
P.O. Box 8007
Syracuse, NY 13217-8007
(315) 446-8110 PHONE
(315) 445-8046 FAX
(800) 252-6555 TOLL FREE

COMPANY NAME
Acct # XXXX
Description of job.
XX Yds of XX Material returned on RMA #
(Instructions for cutting/slitting)
PO # _______________________________
Quoted Price _________________________

CUSTOM LAMINATION AGREEMENT
Thermopatch recognizes our customers need to have mending patches for a broader range of materials than is
feasible for us to stock. As a solution to this problem, Thermopatch will laminate and/or die cut or slit customer
supplied material into any standard size patch/roll that is currently supplied on our standard mending (R1) chart.
Since orders will be entered for each shipment upon receipt, we require the customer to obtain an RMA from
our customer service department prior to returning material and a signed custom lamination
agreement must be on file for each job before production can commence. RMA # must be clearly marked
on the outside of the submitted package and returned to us via freight prepaid. Workable material must be equal
to a minimum of 10 linear yards (LY) per material. There is a minimum order of $50.00 on all custom laminating
jobs/orders. Invoices must be paid within our regular terms to be eligible for quoted pricing.
Yields are dependent on the properties of the material submitted for lamination and are estimates only. Upon
receipt, goods will be inspected and measured and revised agreement will be sent if discrepencies occur before job
can be processed by production.
Jobs/Materials requiring hand separation must be noted accordingly and are subject to an additional
processing/handling charge of $21/Linear Yard.
I have read and acknowledge understanding of the terms described above and agree to participate accordingly.

DATE:

_______________________

COMPANY:

CSR:

______________________

_______________________________

AUTHORIZED BY:

____________________________________

PHONE: ________________________

TITLE: ____________________

FAX:

________________________

